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ABSTRACT: This study aims to identify the condition of corn plants based on imagery leaf using the gray level co-occurrence matrix 

(GLCM) method and artificial neural network (ANN) backpropagation. The GLCM method is used for extracting features from 

image leaf corn, whereas ANN backpropagation is used for classification condition plant corn based on features. The classification 

was done using a dataset of corn leaves with four conditions: healthy, leaf spot, blight, and leaf rust. Next, the leaf features are 

extracted using method GLCM and training on model ANN backpropagation to classify conditions of corn plants. After training on 

the model, the next step is model evaluation using the confusion matrix method. The research results show that the technique 

can produce accuracy, which is tall enough to identify condition corn plants, with an accuracy of 95%. This indicates that the use 

of GLCM and ANN backpropagation can be a good alternative in determining the condition of corn plants. This research provides 

benefits in facilitating the identification of the state of corn plants quickly and accurately.  
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I. INTRODUCTION   

Corn (Zea mays ssp. mays) is one of the carbohydrate-producing food plants the world's most important, besides wheat and rice, 

seeds corn is food tree for resident America Middle and South, as well as for part resident Africa and part region Indonesia, besides 

That corn Also become component important feed livestock. Production corn in Indonesia year on 2020 as big 29.02 million tons, 

provinces with corn production the largest national is East Java with the number production of 23.16 percent of national corn 

production on year 2020. Opportunities to increase corn production for meet domestic and export needs Still Enough big, program 

repair corn national level to increase productivity and expand area will held on environment or agroecosystem Which different, 

starting from a high productivity environment (land optimal) to low productivity environments (land marginal/dry) by Because 

That, different maize cultivation techniques are required And Specific in a manner ecological. Wrong One constraint moment 

production corn that is in land dry Which caused by lack water Because very depend on condition bulk rain, besides that, the level 

of pest attack and disease is factor Which very influence production corn dry, reason main low results corn in Indonesia is use of 

local varieties, soil fertility bad, fertilization which no adequate, as well as attack pest and disease. For can know plant corn caught 

disease Wrong only one that is with see condition leaf on plant corn, plant corn Which indicated disease usually No will bear fruit. 

Still Lots farmer Which need time long to know the condition of the corn plant, this can make plant corn future no grow in 

accordance hope para farmers.  

There are many ways you can do it to get it help farmers to know the conditions plant corn with condition Healthy or caught 

disease with fast that is Wrong only one with use Machine Learning Which previously proven capable finish topic like this. As 

example do Classification of leaves that have properties as drug, study This done for can give information to people related to 

what kind of leaves have properties medicinal and has no medicinal properties, research This use method machine learning. There 

is a number of studies previously with studies case Which The same like Which done by (Iswantoro & Handayani UN, 2022), this 

study carried out a classification corn plant diseases using the method convolutional neural network (CNN) results from this 

research is the CNN algorithm is sufficient Good in do classification, and results testing produce level accuracy in Classification of 

diseases of maize plants as big 94%. Next study automatic Fuzzy Logic-Based Maize common Rust disease Severity Predictions 

with Thresholding and Deep Learning done by (Sibiya & Sumbwanyambe, 2021), identification process study This do approach 

with network VGG-16 produce accuracy testing 89%. Furthermore, study Which conducted by (Kshyanaprava et al., 2020) the 
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study conducted maize leaf disease detection and classification using machine learning algorithms results from study This is 

algorithm random forest (RF) with accuracy highest 79.23% compared to the classification technique other. Study final related 

with classification pest and disease plant corn use method fuzzy random forest based on resampling repeated k-fold cross 

validation conducted by (Neardiaty, 2022), the method used in this study is fuzzy random forest. Results from this research 

Namely classification using fuzzy method random forest that has been done to obtain model accuracy rate reaches 92%. Study 

previously with this research, using which The same that is dataset leaf corn.  

Study previously average No do normalization data and alteration background rear, it can make the model inside do classification 

No get results optimal. The aim of this research is improving the results of the accuracy of the identification condition plant corn 

with propose method gray levels co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), artificial neural network (ANN) backpropagation, and enhance 

with cover lack Which there is on previous research to be able to improve accuracy results are better than that accuracy generated 

previously.  

  

II. RESEARCH METHODS  

Draft study This that is do classification of conditions based on corn plants Leaf images use the GLCM method for extraction feature 

on image the leaves and JST backpropagation for do classification. Following explanation of the steps study This.  

A. Taking Datasets  

In this process, the authors search for datasets that according to the research topic, therefore writer fetch public dataset coming 

from GitHub the image to be converted later become feature numeric.  

B. Pre-processing Data  

Process This done for inspect and repair error Which found in the dataset, so it can next on step next. Technique Pre-processing 

data Which used in study This that is change the image background. This matter done so that the extraction process will focus on 

the main object only. There is a number of cases in previous research, where the image was not changed beforehand the 

background behind, so that own brightness or noisy on image Which extracted, thus reducing contrast object and causes the 

model to not be optimal when committing extraction features.  

C. Extraction Feature GLCM  

Process This will extract characteristic to get the feature value in pixels on every image. With use GLCM get feature texture 

dissimilarity, correlation, homogeneity, contrast, ASM, And energy. Feature Which must There is on method GLCM namely (1) 

contrast which serves to measure pixel intensity, (2) working correlation measure how much correlate pixels and other angles, (3) 

functioning energy for measure mark diversity intensity, and (4) homogeneity function to measure the value of the similarity of 

variations image intensity. Some angles are used in do extraction features in the image are 0, 45, 90, and 135 represent direction 

Where pixel pairs are counted in the matrix GLCM. Each corner has different meanings and related implications analysis texture 

image.  

D. Normalization data  

Normalization data done for group attribute from something relation so that form relation Which Good. Technique normalization 

This use equality 7.   

  
E. Splits data  

This stage is the division stage dataset become data training and data testing. Data sharing on _ study This is 80/20 data training 

and data testing. Amount distribution the aim is to look at the model in predict testing data with a total of 770. In general, the 

model deep learning gets accuracy results Which Good If own amount data testing Which A little. So, in study this testing data is 

increased in number and then tested is model get results which is better?  

F. Classification backpropagation & Tunning Parameters _  

Next do the classification with method backpropagation. At stage in this case, identify the condition of the plant corn based on 

the leaf image.  

G. Evaluation Method  

Process this done for evaluate performance of the model that has been designed previously for do identification condition corn 

plant. When the accuracy results generated does not exceed the result of previous research then back to process classification 

backpropagation and parameter set up produce accuracy Which Better.  But when, accuracy results have exceeded the results 

from study previously so proceed to the next process viz taking conclusion.   
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In this study the evaluation used the confusion method matrix. he is table Which containing calculations based on evaluations 

model classification based on amount studies case, and predicted Correct or wrong. More clearly can see on table 1.  

 

Table 1. Confusion Matrix  

Classification  predicted Positive       predicted Negative  

actual  
Positive  

true Positive (TP)  False Negative (FN)  

actual  
Negative  

False Positive (FP)  true Negative (TN)  

In measurement performance using the existing confusion matrix four part for identify something prediction, including:  

1. True Positive (TP) is amount data with positive actual values and mark prediction positive.  

2. True Negative (TN) is amount data with mark actual positive and mark prediction negative.  

3. False Positive (FP) is sum of data with actual value negative and mark prediction positive.  

4. False Negatives (FN) is amount of data with actual value negative and mark prediction negative.  

Accuracy is mark evaluation Which often worn on classification binary. Can see based on mark confusion matrix: accuracy (acc) is 

effectiveness of the results obtained in the process classification; accuracy done use equality (8) following.  

  
H.  Withdrawal Conclusion  

Stage This is stage gift conclusion based on design model applied to previous studies and results testing Which has conducted in 

this study.   

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A.  Taking dataset  

Study This use dataset leaf corn, dataset This taken from github https:// github.com/ ibnujakaria / dataset-leaf corn , This dataset 

is used to train and test model moment do classification specifically on identification condition type leaf. following This is a 

viewable view of the dataset on figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Datasets 

In figure 1 of this dataset there are 4 types picture that is leafspot, blight, rust- leaf, And Healthy. Amount _ from each respectively 

picture in dataset they can see on table 1.  

  

Table 2. Number of classes dataset  

Type Picture  Number of Images  

leaf spot  508  

blight  985  

leaf-rust  1192  

Healthy  1162  
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Table 2 convey that friday from each type of image in the dataset is for leaf spot as much 508, blight as much 985, leaf-carat as 

much 1992, and 1162 healthy corn leaves. Based on amount each from type image plant corn then this dataset occurs classes that 

do not balanced.  

B.  Pre-Processing Data  

There is a number of technique pre-processing performed prior to processing classification, namely replace the background image, 

And LabelEncoder _ class.  

1. Image leaf corn on this dataset is done change background behind turn black. So, the focus will be fixed on object Which 

will just identified, that is condition plant. Next repair quality image. Because there are a number of images Which No 

perfect, like presence of noise, shadows, or other objects unrelated to the object. Following these results from technique 

First preprocessing Which can see on figure 2.  

      

 
Figure 2. Example of a background replacement result behind on each class in dataset 

 

Picture 2 on is examples of the results of the technique First pre-processing that is alteration background behind. picture _ 3 

showing that only takes the main object in its absence shadows or other objects.  

2. LabelEncoder class  

Technique This done after extraction feature done. There are types categorical data on dataset attributes This that is class. In 

machine learning, data of this type No can process. Therefore, categoryal data must change into numeric. This process can be 

done by way of LabelEncoder Class. The LabelEncoder class used is one hot encoding Which change every mark in column (class 

dataset) into integer values 0 and 1 Which can see on table 2.  

 

Table 2. One hot Encoding  

  
Leaf Spots  

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  

  
Blight  

0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  

  
Rust-Leaf  

0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  

  
Healthy  

0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  
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Table 2 is the result of the changes leaf type label through one hot encoding process where each type of leaf has a number value 

different binary. On this type of image example that is leafspot, Blight, Rust-Leaves, and Healthy. Label Encoder results on class 

dataset using the python program can be seen on figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3. Variable categorical 

Picture 3 is appearance from attribute Which Still categorical the data, those attributes will in change become form numeric, can 

see on figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. Results label encoding 

 

Figure 4 is the result that has been done alteration data categorical become numerical in the class dataset. Example is shown in 

the image class with mark 'Leafspot' so changed become '1.0.0.0'.  

C. Feature Extraction using GLCM  

The results of the GLCM process for the image Corn leaves, saved in .csv format previously Already executed use program python. 

Following This results whole from the results of image feature extraction dataset can see on figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 5. The results of the gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 

 

Figure 5 is results from extraction feature use GLCM, each image in datasets have number of features as much 24 features. because 

feature texture Which worn namely (1) contrast, (2) correlation, (3) ASM, (4) energy, (5) homogeneity, and (6) dissimilarity. 

Medium corner Which used in extraction This there are four ie 00, 450, 900, and 1350.  

D. Normalization Data  

Results from extraction feature use GLCM has a value with a very large scale big or very different, these things can make model 

machine _ learning No optimal in do classification. Because attribute on datasets This own scale which is different. Scale Which 

different can see on figure 1.  
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On features contrast_135 and homogeneity_0, therefore necessary done standardization in order to have the same scale when 

doing process classification. Technique normalization data This share each column on feature dataset with numbers raised to the 

power of 10. Normalization technique this use equality following. Where are many digits mark largest in each column? Here are 

the results standardization use technique normalization on dataset.  

E. Splits Data  

Stage This is stages share dataset become data training and data testing, distribution on study This shared data training and data 

testing to 80/20. Amount distribution the aim see model in predict a total of 770 data testing. kindly general model deep learning 

gets good accuracy results when amount data testing Which A little. On study in this case, the data testing is increased in number, 

then tested to get better results. Table 3. describes the division of the data in do in this research.  

 

Table 3. Splits Data  

Information  Data Training  Data testing  Amount  

Proportion  80%  20%  100%  

Amount  3077  770  3847  

  

On Table 3 explained that distribution data training and data testing is done is to divide data become 80/20, which is 80% For data 

training which amounted to 3077 data and 20% for total testing data 770 data, meaning the whole data from dataset amount 

3847.  

F.  Classification Backpropagation  

Testing This use method backpropagation Which done for now ability something model in identifying plant conditions corn based 

on the leaf image. In previous research, the power of the system in identifying types of herbal leaves depend on the process 

training for produce accuracy in determine type leaf Which used on stage testing parameter backpropagation. A number of Tests 

carried out previously on the image of herbal plant leaves can be seen on table 4.  

  

Table 4. Testing backpropagation  

No  Neurons 
Inputs  

Hidden 
Neurons  

Neuron’s 
output  

Epoch  Batches 
size  

Acc.  

1  
  
  

24  
  
  

34, 150,  
300,  
200  

4  
  
  

1000  
  
  

22  
  
  

90%  
  
  

2  
  
  

24  
  
  

34, 150,  
300,  
200  

4  
  
  

2000  
  
  

22  
  
  

89%  
  
  

3  
  
  

24  
  
  

42, 150,  
300,  
200  

4  
  
  

1000  
  
  

22  
  
  

87%  
  
  

4  
  
  

24  
  
  

24, 150,  
300,  
200  

4  
  
  

1000  
  
  

22  
  
  

88%  
  
  

5  
  
  

24  
  
  

24, 150, 300,  
200,250  

4  
  
  

1000  
  
  

22  
  
  

95%  
  
  

6  
  
  

24  
  
  

24, 150,  
300,  
200.50  

4  
  
  

1000  
  
  

22  
  
  

93%  
  
  

  

On table 4 parameter Which used is inputs neurons layers, hidden layers neurons, output layers neurons, epoch, And batch size. 

Test This consists of six classification trials, every test done with set different parameters, starting with enhancement mark hidden 

neurons on layer and decrease the value of hidden neurons on layers each parameter. Change epoch and batch sizes Also tested 

to get the right combination that produce high accuracy values in the classification process backpropagation. Experiment fifth own 

accuracy highest, that is 95%, with architecture neurons inputs 24, concealed neurons 24, 150, 300, 200,250, neurons output, 

epoch 1000 And batch size 22. Mark in euros i input 24 Because according to the number of features dataset processing. input 
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neurons This will bring data enter inside _ system for later processing on the layer furthermore. There are 5 hidden layers, where 

n is the value hidden layer is the randomization value of each test Which done. Randomization _ increase neurons and decline 

neurons for sent to epoch as Wrong One stage for get an evaluation value. Output layers consists of 4 neurons to be equal to 

dimensions 4 categorical columns on y_ train and y_ test. Made to equalize the number of classes in the dataset i.e amount 4 

class. Furthermore epoch, is amount complete passed Which must done on dataset training, the epoch value is set to 1000 because 

on previous trials epoch not enough from 1000, or try to raise but not produce accuracy Which Better. So, batch sizes is a number 

sample Which processed before the model is updated. Results accuracy of all experiment’s classification is done, can be seen on 

picture 6.  

 
Figure 6. Results accuracy Test 

 
G.  Evaluation Confusion Matrix  

Study This do 6 testing with use method classification JST backpropagation. The experiment that produces the best accuracy is the 

fifth try. Fifth experiment use inputs layers 24, own 5 hidden layers with each neuron, i.e., 24, 150, 300, 200,250, output layer 4, 

epoch 1000, And batch sizes 22. Confusion matrix from test fifth showed on Picture 7.  

 

 
Figure 7. Results confusion matrix 

  

Figure 7 is the result of the evaluation of all classes use the confusion matrix. As much eight data Which should category leaf spot 

identified Wrong namely as leaf blight. Then four, three, and seven that should be categories blight- leaf but Wrong identification 

that is four identified as leafspot, three as rust-leaf, and seven as healthy. Also, there is error identification which should be rust-

leaf but as much as 2 data identified as blight leaf, And 2 as Healthy. last _ happened 15 Wrong identification Which should Healthy 

but identified as leaf blight.  

Application of ANN backpropagation with some parameters on the corn leaf dataset get results best with mark accuracy of 95% 

on the fifth try. The results can be seen in figure 7. accuracy This is ratio prediction Which appropriate in identify condition plant 

corn in a manner whole in dataset. Amount data Which predicted Wrong is 41 data, and total data Which expected correct is 729 

data of the total whole data test Which amount 770 data.  

  

V. CONCLUSIONS   

Based on the analysis performed with use dataset leaf corn Which own 4 class leaf, can concluded that:  

• In this study there were six tests. Results the best is in the 5th test with accuracy 95%. A curation best This happen 

enhancement 1% from results accuracy Which generated in previous studies that is 94%.  
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• There is a number of stages process study Which help find condition model Which appropriate so that produce accuracy 

Which Good moment process classification done namely: (1) pre-processing data, (2) extraction features, (3) normalization 

data, (4) split data, (5) classification, (6) evaluation use confusion matrix.  
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